
Sec. 21 Violin 

1000 Level 

 

1. Technical objectives: 

 a. Consistently use proper violin and bow holds.  

 b. Execute three-octave scales and arpeggios in all keys in quarter notes (quarter note = 

MM 72). 

 c. Execute the following bowstrokes:  legato détaché in all parts of the bow, martelé in all 

parts of the bow, slurs, and spiccato 16th notes at quarter note = MM 72. 

 d. Choose tone color (including vibrato), articulation, and phrasing appropriate to 

repertoire from the Baroque and Classical style periods. 

2. Repertoire objectives: 

 a. Study music from the Baroque and Classical style periods. 

 b. Perform works of the level of difficulty of Handel sonatas. 

 c. Learn several etudes from Dont or Kreutzer collection. 

 d. Learn and perform the equivalent of two complete sonatas or concertos, such as Bach 

A minor Concerto, Handel sonatas, Schubert sonatina (other repertoire may be required 

but not performed). 

3. Performance objectives: 

 Perform the equivalent of two complete sonatas or concertos, such as Bach A minor 

Concerto, Handel sonatas, Schubert sonatina (other repertoire may be required but not 

performed). 

4. Sightreading skill:  Sightread music of the level of difficulty of the second violin part of a 

Mozart divertimento or string quartet with a level of accuracy that would enable the other 

members of a quartet to play their parts without cause for stopping and in a manner faithful to the 

character of the piece.   
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2000 Level 

 

1. Technical objectives: 

 a. Execute three-octave scales and arpeggios in all keys in eighth notes at quarter note = 

MM 60. 

 b. Control spiccato 16th notes at quarter note = MM 100. 

 c. Demonstrate complete control over the width and frequency of vibrato. 

 d. Execute works of the Baroque, Classical, and Romantic style periods with appropriate 

tone color, articulation, and phrasing. 

2. Repertoire objectives:  

 a. Study music from the Baroque, Classical, and Romantic style periods.  

 b. Learn and perform works of the level of difficulty of a Mozart sonata or concerto. 

 c. Learn several etudes from Dont or Kreutzer collection. 

 8.  Learn and perform the equivalent of a complete sonata by Mozart and a movement of 

the Bruch concerto (other repertoire may be required but not performed). 

3. Performance objectives: 

 a. Perform the equivalent of a complete sonata by Mozart and a movement of the Bruch 

concerto (other repertoire may be required but not performed). 

 b. Prepare and perform half of a solo recital (minimum 25 minutes of music).   

4. Sightreading skill:  Sightread music of the level of difficulty of the second violin part of a 

Haydn string quartet with a level of accuracy that would enable the other 

members of the quartet to play their parts without cause for stopping and in a 

manner faithful to the character of the piece.   

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3000 Level 



 

1. Technical objectives: 

 a. Execute three-octave scales and arpeggios in all keys in triplet eighth notes at quarter 

note = MM 72. 

 b. Execute double-stop scales in sixths and octaves in selected keys. 

 c. Execute works of the Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and 20
th

-century-present style 

periods with appropriate tone color, articulation, and phrasing. 

 d. Discuss specific aspects of technique and musicianship and suggest ways to improve 

one’s own playing. 

2. Repertoire objectives: 

 a. Study music from the Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and 20
th

-century-present style 

periods. 

 b. Study and perform works of the level of difficulty of a Beethoven sonata or Bartok 

Concerto No. 1  

 c. Learn several etudes from Dont or Gaviniès collection. 

 d. Learn and perform the equivalent of a complete sonata and a complete concerto (other 

repertoire may be required but not performed), including at least one movement from 

memory. 

3. Performance objectives:  

                        a. Perform works of the level of difficulty of a Beethoven sonata or Bartok Concerto 

No.1  

 b. Perform the equivalent of a complete sonata and a complete concerto (other repertoire 

may be required but not performed), including at least one movement from memory. 

4. Sightreading skill:  Sightread music of the level of difficulty of the first violin part of a Mozart 

string quartet with a level of accuracy that would enable the other members of the 

quartet to play their parts without cause for stopping and in a manner faithful to 

the character of the piece. 

5.  Improvise on the violin in at least one (two if a Music Ed. student) of the following ways: 

 a. Variations on a theme 

 b. Melody over a ground bass 

 c. Ornamentation in a given style 

 d. Jazz style over a chord progression  

 e. Conclusion to a melody. 

 

 

4000 Level 

 

1. Technical objectives:  

 a.  Execute three-octave scales and arpeggios in all keys in sixteenth notes at quarter note 

= MM 80. 



 b.  Execute selected double-stop scales in thirds. 

 c.  Execute scales in harmonics. 

 d.  Execute works of the Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and 20
th

-Century-present style 

periods with appropriate tone color, articulation, and phrasing. 

 e. Discuss specific aspects of technique and musicianship, including knowledge of formal 

and historical background of music, and suggest ways to improve one’s own playing. 

2. Repertoire objectives: 

 a. Learn and perform works of the level of difficulty of Bach unaccompanied sonatas, 

Debussy sonata, or Mendelssohn concerto. 

 b. Learn several etudes from Gaviniès collection. 

 c. Learn and perform the equivalent of a complete sonata and a complete concerto (other 

repertoire may be required but not performed), including at least one concerto movement 

from memory. 

3. Performance objectives: 

 a. Perform works of the level of difficulty of Bach unaccompanied sonatas, Debussy 

sonata, or Mendelssohn concerto. 

 b. Perform the equivalent of a complete sonata and a complete concerto (other repertoire 

may be required but not performed), including at least one concerto movement from 

memory. 

 c. Prepare and perform a senior recital (minimum 50 minutes; Music Ed. students may 

perform minimum of 30 minutes). 

4.  Sightreading skill:  

 Sightread music of the level of difficulty of the first violin part of a Haydn string quartet 

with a level of accuracy that would enable the other members of the quartet to play their 

parts without cause for stopping and in a manner faithful to the character of the piece. 

 

 


